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THE ASYMPTOTIC MANIFOLDS OF A PERTURBED
LINEAR SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY

T. G. HALLAMO AND J. W. HEIDEL(2)

1. Introduction.   It is well known that the linear system of differential equations

(1) dyldt = A(t)y

determines the asymptotic behavior of the nonlinear system

(2) dx\dt = A(t)x+fi(t, x)

if f(t, x) is sufficiently "small". The present paper investigates this problem

further. In particular, our results are motivated by two recent studies. Brauer and

Wong [1] obtained quite general results on the asymptotic relationships between

the solutions of (1) and (2). In §3 we will weaken significantly the hypotheses of

some of their results. Toroselidze [5] considered the problem of perturbing the

asymptotic manifold of a nonlinear scalar equation. We will extend these results

to the nonlinear system (2) and consider some related questions in §4. The main

result of our paper establishes that, under certain conditions, the set of all initial

positions of the solutions in a certain asymptotic manifold is an open set.

Our techniques are a combination of the well-known comparison principle

and the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem. Fundamental in the application

of the comparison principle is a scalar equation which we will denote by

(3) drjdt = w(t, r).

In the above we will always assume that A(t) is a real valued continuous nxn

matrix defined on the interval/= [0, oo);/(/, x) is a real valued continuous n-vector

defined on JxRn where Rn is Euclidean n-space; w(t, r) is nonnegative and con-

tinuous on JxJ and w(t, r) is nondecreasing in r for r>0 and fixed teJ. The

fundamental matrix of (1) which is the n x n identity matrix at t = t0 will be desig-

nated by Y(t). The symbol | • | will be used to denote any convenient vector norm.

2. Preliminary results. The following result is Theorem 1 of Brauer and

Wong [1].
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Theorem 0. Let A(r) be a nonsingular continuous matrix satisfying

(4) \Ait)Yit)\ í ait)

where ait) is a continuous positive function for i^(0^0. Suppose, also, that fit, x)

satisfies

(5) |T-W(/,*)I Swit,\Ait)x\a-\t))

and that equation (3) has a positive solution which is bounded on the interval t ^ t0.

Then, corresponding to each solution x(i) of il) with |x(/0)| sufficiently small, there

is a constant vector c such that

(6) |A(0(x(i)-T(r)c)| =oiait)),       t^co.

The specialization of Theorem 0 to the linear case/(/, x) = £(/)x will be used in

one of the following theorems. As is noted by Brauer and Wong [1, Theorem 4],

in this instance |x(f0)| is arbitrary.

Theorem 1. Let condition (4) be satisfied and suppose that

il) j" | T-XO^OA-^'MOI dt < oo.

Then, given any solution z(/) of

(8) dzjdt = Ait)z+Bit)z

there exists a constant c such that the order relation

\Ait)izit)-Yit)c)\ =o(«(i)),       t^co

is satisfied.

In reference to Theorem 1, we note that conditions (4) and (7) imply that

i"" \Y~\t)Bit)Yit)\dt < oo.

Under this assumption for (8), much more than the above asymptotic order

relationships is known about the solutions of (8). See, for example, the paper of

Ráb [4] where a complete series representation is given for the solutions of (8).

3. Asymptotic behavior of equation (2). Our main result of this section, Theorem

2 below, deals with a converse problem to that considered in Theorem 0 above.

Namely, for a given solution Yit)c of (1) with sufficiently small initial condition,

we will establish conditions which imply that there is a solution of (2) with the

asymptotic behavior (6). Our result improves a theorem of Brauer and Wong [1]

since we replace a Lipschitz condition by a more general inequality. We are able

to avoid the Lipschitz condition because we use the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed

point theorem rather than successive approximations.
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Theorem 2 below is closely related to a result of Onuchic [3, Theorem 2]. In

fact, our hypotheses (4), (5), and (A) (below) imply Onuchic's hypothesis (H) [3].

However, we do not assume (A) in Theorem 2 and Onuchic's result considers

only the special case A(/)= Y~x(t), a(t)=l. On the other hand, Onuchic's result is

true for all initial conditions.

First we give a lemma which will also be used in the following section. This

lemma indicates a connection between one of the hypotheses of Theorem 0 and

the right-hand side of the comparison equation (3).

Lemma. Suppose that w(t, r) satisfies the previously mentioned conditions. Then

the following are equivalent.

(A) Given any number /•„ >0 there exists a t0 = 0 and a solution r(t, t0, r0) of the

equation (3) such that lim(_oo r(t, t0, r0) = rcc.

(B) J"°° w(t, X)dt< oo for all A satisfying 0 ̂  A < oo.

Proof. First we will show that (A) => (B). Let A 2:0 be given. Select r00>A and

let r(t, t0, r0) be a solution of (4) satisfying lim.^» r(t, t0, r0) = rK. Choose tx>t0

so that for t^tx, r(t, t0, r0) ä A. By an integration of (4) we obtain

/»CO

rao = r0+ \    w(s, r(s, t0, r0)) ds.
Jt0

Hence J"t" w(s, r(s, t0, r0)) ds is well defined. Since r(t, t0, r0) = X for t^tx, and

w(t, r) is nondecreasing in r, we obtain J"™ w(t, X) dt«x>.

The proof of the converse will only be outlined because it is similar to the proof

of Theorem 2. Only the preceding argument of the lemma is required in the proof

of Theorem 2 ; however, the implication (B) => (A) is used in the proof of Theorem 4.

Let J"°° w(t, X)dt<oo for each A, 0<A<oo; we will show that there exists a

solution r(t) = r(t, t0, r0) satisfying lim(j00 r(r) = A. Choose t0 sufficiently large so

that Jt" w(t, X) dt < X. Let t ̂  t0 and define

Fr(t) = A- P° w(s,r(s))ds.

The Schauder-Tychonoff theorem (Coppel [2, p. 9]) is used to verify that 3~ has a

fixed point.

Let ^ = {r : r(t) is continuous on [t0, oo) and 0^r(i)^ A}. Then it can be shown

that y(&)<= & and that 3~ is continuous.

The function z(t)=J~r(t) satisfies the differential equation z' = w(t, r(t)). There-

fore, the functions ¡Fr forrea have a uniformly bounded derivative on any finite

interval, namely, \(^r)'(t)\ úw(t, r(t))-¿w(t, A). Thus the family F& is equi-

continuous on any finite interval.

The hypotheses of the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem are satisfied, hence IT has

a fixed point which is the desired solution of (4). This concludes the proof of the

lemma.
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Theorem 2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 0 be satisfied. Given any solution

yit)= Yit)c of il) with \c\ sufficiently small, there exists a solution x(?) of (2) such

that

(6) | A(i)(x(0 -yit))\ = oiait)),       t -* co.

Proof. Let r(/) be a bounded solution of (3) and set /•00=limi_00 rit). Let c

satisfy |c| <r0O, define -q = irx — \c\)j2 and let T0 be sufficiently large so that

f<CO

(9) wit,ra-rj)dt<r).
JTq

This is possible since J"°° wit, X) dt < oo for all A such that 0 á A < rx by the argument

used in the first part of the proof of the lemma.

We will establish the existence of a solution of the integral equation

x(/) = Yit)c- Yit) j" Y-^fiis, xis)) ds,       t ^ T0.

Consider the set

& = {u : 7/(0 = A(f)o¡_1(f)x(r) where x(/) is continuous

on J0 = [T0, oo) and \u\ ^ r^-rj}.

We define the operator 5" by

(10) STuit) = ^Ä_Ä] r Y-\s)fis,A-\s)ais)uis))ds,       t ^ T0.
a(0 a(0      Jt

The following inequality establishes that ¡FtF^lF.

\Fuit)\ g |c|+r \Y-Ks)fis,b-\s)oís)iá¿))\ds

/•CO

|c|+      wis, \u(s)\) ds

/•CO

|+       wis, rx-7])ds

^ |c|+i? = r^-r).

Next, it will shown that ¡7~ is continuous. Suppose that the sequence {un} con-

verges uniformly to u on every compact subinterval of J0 where {«„}, ueiF. Let

£ > 0 and select Tx ̂  £0 sufficiently large so that

f00 e
(11) wis,rœ-ri)ds < ■£

Then, from (10)

\STuit) -9-U&) |

(12) S [" | T-KOI \f(s, A-KsWsMsV-fis, A-\sMs)unis))\ ds

+ i" [| Y-\s)fiis,A-Ks)ais)uis))\ + | Y-\s)fis,A-\s)ais)unis))\] ds.
Jti

<

é tel
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Now, the second integral on the right side of (12) satisfies

P [| r~ W(i, A-1(s)a(s)u(s))\ +1 Y'1(s)fi(s, A-1(s)a(s)un(s))\] ds
Jtx

(13) ^  C [w(s, \u(s)\) + w(s, \un(s)\)]ds
Jtx

Ji
w(s,rK-7j)ds < =•

Tx ¿

By the uniform convergence there is an N=N(e, Tx) such that if n^N then

(14) \f(t, A-i(tWtWt))-f(t, ^-\t)a(t)un(t))\ < e¡2M(Tx-T0),       t e [T0, Tx]

where Af=sup[ro>Tl] | y_1(OI- Combining (12), (13), and (14) yields

\^u(t)-^un(t)\ < e

for T0^t^Tx and n = N which shows that 3~un converges uniformly to ¡Tu on

compact subintervals of J0. Hence ¡F is continuous.

Since ¡F!F<^1F it is clear that the functions ¡FlF are uniformly bounded. We

will show that they are equicontinuous at each point of J0. Now, for each u e !F,

the function z(t)=A~\t)a(i)!Fu(i) is a solution of the linear differential equation

v' = A(t)v+f(t,A-1(t)a(t)u(t)).

Since,

\z(t)\ í \A-\ty40\ \^u(t)\ í lA-^rHOI k.-^l

and |/(r, A~ 1(t)a(t)u(t))\ is uniformly bounded for u(t) e IF on any finite t interval,

we see that z' is uniformly bounded on any finite interval. Therefore, the set of all

such z is equicontinuous on any finite interval. To see that the functions in ¡F3F

are equicontinuous at every point in J0, consider

\$-u(tx)-!Fu(t2)\

(15) = lA^a-^.M^-Af^a-^Mr,)!

^ |mfrr\t¿\ |z(r».)-z(r2)| +1bl¿ur\tu-U¡$fr-\ta\'\i(ta\

where tx, t2 are in some finite interval. The right side of (16) can be made small by

virtue of the equicontinuity of the family {z(t)} and the continuity of A(r)a~1(t).

Thus the family S~F is equicontinuous at each point of J0.

All of the hypotheses of the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem are satisfied. Thus

there exists aae^ such that u(t) = iFu(t); that is, there exists a solution x(t) of

(16) x(r) = Y(t)c- Y(t) J;    F" WO, *(*)) ds.

Thus x(t) is a solution of (2) and possesses the asymptotic behavior of (6). This

proves Theorem 2.
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Remark. The referee has pointed out that the nonsingularity of the matrix

A(/) is not required in the proof of Theorem 0. However, it is essential in our proof

of Theorem 2.

4. Perturbable manifolds. Theorems 0 and 2 above indicate that, under certain

conditions, there is an asymptotic manifold of solutions of the perturbed differential

equation (2) which is, in some sense, generated by the equation (1). This comment

motivates the following definition.

Definition 1. Let A(/), oe(/) be as given in Theorem 0. The set £=5(A, a)

which consists of all solutions x=x(/) of equation (2) that satisfy the order relation

(6) for some constant vector c, will be called the asymptotic manifold of (2) generated

by il).

We will be interested in the following property of such manifolds.

Definition 2. The set £=5(A, a) will be called perturbable if given any solution

x0(r) of (2) in S there exists a 8 = 8(r0)>0 such that if x(i) is a solution of (2)

satisfying |x(/0)-x0(/0)| <S, then x(r) is also in S.

Definitions 1 and 2 are apparently new. However, the main result of this section,

Theorem 3 below, has been anticipated by Toroshelidze [5] for some special

scalar equations.

Theorem 3. Let equations (2) and (3) have unique solutions to the initial value

problem. Also, let there exist a k;k è |/„|, (/„ is the nxn identity matrix) such that

ir-KOA-HOlÉüw-KO,     ' = *»

Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 0 are satisfied and that w(t, r)r_1 is non-

decreasing in r for r>0 and each fixed t, t^t0. If condition (A) of the lemma holds

then the asymptotic manifold £(A, a) of (2) generated by (1) is perturbable.

Proof. Let x=x(/, t0, x0) be any solution of (2) such that x e S. Then there is a

solution y{t)= Yit)c of (1) such that

(6) \Ait)ixit)-yit))\ = oiait)),       f-^co.

Since (4) holds, we obtain the existence of a constant M>0 such that | A(r)x(/)|

^Afa(r), t^t0- From condition (A), corresponding to the positive number 2Mk,

there is a solution r(r) of (3) which exists for / ^ £2M and lim^ „ rit) = 2Mk. Also there

is a constant T2*M such that a(f)r(/)>/c|A(/)x(/)| for /^£2*M. Therefore, the number

(17) e = MTSÙ-kMT&MTSùW-KTZ,)]

is positive. By continuous dependence on initial conditions, there is a 8>0 such

that if x(r, r0, x0) is any solution of (2) such that |x0 —x0| < 8, then

\xiT2*M,t0,x0)-xiT*M,t0,x0)\ < *a(£2*M)/fc|A(£2*M)|.

Therefore

(18) fc|A(£2*M)(x(£2*M, i0, x0)-x(£2M, i0, x0))| < «<£*„).
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Since k\A(t)x(t, t0, x0)| ^r(t)a(t), (17) and (18) imply that

(19) ¿|A(r2*M)x(r2V t0, x0)| S r(T*M)a(Ti*M).

Since x(t)=x(t, t0, x0) is a solution of the integral equation

x(t)= Y(t)Y~1(T2*M)x(T2*M)+Y(t) f     Y-1(s)f(s,x(s))ds,
JT2M

we obtain

lAÍOxíOI«-1^) = k\A(T2*M)x(T2*M)\a-1(nM)+ f    w(s, \U(s)x(s)\"-Ks))ds.
Jt^m

The application of a well-known integral inequality (cf. Coppel [2, p. 35]) leads to

(20) \A(t)x(t)\<x-Xt) Ú r(t) ï 2Mk,       t St T}M.

The solution x(? ) of (2) is a solution of the linear nonhomogeneous equation (8)

where

B(t) = f(t, x<0)[A(r)*(0FA(f)/||A(i)x(0l|2

where || • ||e denotes the Euclidean norm. From (20) and (5), letting N be an appro-

priate norm constant, it follows that

ly-WWA-^MOl = N\r-HßWß,m)\ IHOm^Kt)]'1
= Nw(t,2Mk)(2Mk)'\

By the lemma in §3, J™*m w(t, 2Mk) dt < oo which implies that (7) holds. Therefore

by Theorem 1, x e SX A, a). This completes the proof of the theorem.

We now consider the converse of this theorem, but only for a special case,

namely, the scalar equation (3) and the corresponding linear equation

(21) drjdt = 0.

The following result is also of interest because it gives information about the

class of equations (3) which are used in the comparison technique.

Theorem 4. Suppose that w(t, r) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. Let S (1,1)

be the positive solutions of (3) which satisfy (6) for some positive number c. Suppose

that S (I, 1)/ 0. Then S(l, 1) is perturbable if and only if condition (A) is satisfied.

Proof. By Theorem 3, condition (A) is sufficient for 5(1, 1) to be perturbable.

Now suppose that 5(1, 1) is perturbable. If all of the positive solutions of (3) are

bounded then condition (B) is clearly satisfied and hence also condition (A) by the

lemma. Suppose that (3) has both positive bounded and positive unbounded

solutions. Then there is a f^ t0 and two positive solutions rB = r(t, t0, ß) and

ry=r(t, t0, y) such that rß is a bounded solution of (3) and ry is an unbounded solu-

tion of (3). Note that ry need not exist for all time t^tx- Let /5=sup j8 where the

supremum is taken over all initial positions ß such that rß(t, tx, ß) is positive and

bounded. Also let y = inf y where the infinum is taken over all initial conditions y

such that ry(t, flf y) is positive and unbounded. It is clear that ß=y.
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It is clear that the solution fit) = fit, tx, ß) = fit, tx, y) separates the first quadrant

into sectors where solutions below fit) are bounded and solutions above fit) are

unbounded. We will now show that fit) is unbounded. If fit) is bounded, then

fit) e Sil, 1). Since S(l, 1) is assumed perturbable, there is a 8>0 such that if r

is any solution of (3) that is initially within 8 of fit), then r is also in 5(1,1).

This is a contradiction to the definition of fit), and thus fit) is unbounded.

Let the right maximal interval of existence of fit) be \tx, o+). Suppose ct+=co

and let A > 0. Then, by continuous dependence on initial conditions and the fact

that lim^«, fit) = oo, there is a bounded positive solution r(r) of (3) defined on

[tx, oo) and satisfying lim^*, r(r)^ A. Therefore j" wit, A) dt <oo. The lemma now

shows that condition (A) holds.

In the case o+ <oo, a similar argument establishes the existence of the bounded

solution r(f) of (3) with lim,.,«, r(t)ä A.

Finally, we will give a result concerned with the perturbation of the set £ of all

solutions yit) of (1) for which there exists a solution x(/) of (2) satisfying the asymp-

totic relation (6)

|A(i)(x(/)-.y(0)l = o(«(0)   as /->co.

In the theorem below we will use the following condition which is slightly

stronger than condition (A) above.

(A') Given any sufficiently large £0 and positive constant r„, there exists a

solution rit) of the scalar equation (3) which is valid for r^£0 and satisfies

limi^œr(r) = r00.

Theorem 5. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 be satisfied. In addition, suppose

(A') is valid. Then the manifold R is perturbable.

Proof. Letyit)= Yit)c be a given solution in the manifold £. Then correspond-

ing to an arbitrarily large £0 and the constant r00=2|T(£0)| |c|, there exists a

solution rit) of (3) defined on [£0, oo) and satisfying lim^^ r(r) = r00. The proof of

Theorem 2 shows that if £0 is sufficiently large, then any solution yit) of (1) such

that \yiTo)\<r«, is in £.

Let \c-c\ < \c\¡2. We will show that y\t) = Y{t)c is in £. Note that

\y(t)-y(t)\ fk | Y(t)\ k-c| < | Y(t)\ \c\j2,     t ^ t0.

Hence,

1X01 S \yit)\ + \Yit)\\c\l2,       tZt0.

At/=£0,

IX^I ^ \y(T0)\ + \Y(T0)\ \c\j2 Ï \YiToM\c\ < r„.

Therefore y is in £ and £ is perturbable.

Corollary. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5, the conclusion of Theorem 2

holds for all initial conditions ce Rn where £" is Euclidean n-space.
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Proof. By Theorem 2, Y(t)c e R if \c\ is sufficiently small. By the proof of

Theorem 5, if Y(t)c e R and ¿"is such that \c — c\ < |c|/2, then Y(t)ce R. Therefore

Y(t)c e R for all c e R\

Remark. Since condition (A') is weaker than the assumption that all solutions of

(3) are bounded, the above corollary further improves the corresponding part

of Theorem 4 of Brauer and Wong [1]. The above corollary is consistent with the

result of Onuchic [3, Theorem 2] mentioned at the beginning of §3.

Added in proof. Theorem 0 and Theorem 2 of this paper follow as corollaries of

Theorem 2.9.1 in the book Differential and Integral Inequalities, Academic Press,

New York, 1969, by V. Lakshmikantham and S. Leela. The authors wish to thank

G. Ladas and V. Lakshmikantham for pointing out several errors in the original

manuscript.
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